
Terms and Conditions of the Astrovedic Academy for In-person and 

Hybridseminars   

 

 

Please note that these terms and conditions are in force from 1 January 2018.  

 

Please note please also that the following rule applies to seminar bookings: 

According to § 312g Abs. 2 Nr. 9 BGB there is no right of revocation from distance 

contracts for consumer. You can make your booking within the framework of the 

conditions stated in the GTC cancel. 1. 

 

1.  Cancellation or cancellation of a seminar by the participant or the participant: 

Cancellations are only valid if they are received by us in writing (letter, fax, e-

mail) and you have received a written confirmation from us. The seminar fee 

will be charged to you 2 Invoiced weeks before the start of the seminar. At that 

time, at the latest, the Notification is made as to whether a seminar is taking 

place. For cancellations between the 14th and the 7th day before the start of 

the seminar we refund 50% of the seminar fee, within the last Week before the 

start of the seminar, the full seminar fee will be retained. 

 

In the case of hybrid seminars (face-to-face and online events in combination), 

the Form of participation can be changed. This is possible at no additional 

cost. However, cancellation fees may have to be borne by the conference hotel 

itself. Any excess seminar fees paid will be refunded immediately.  

 

2.  Cancellation of a seminar by the organizer: If the number of registrations is 

less than the minimum number of participants of the respective Event, we will 

inform you at least 2 weeks before the start of the seminar (at later 

cancellations immediately), that the seminar is at risk. If we have to cancel a 

seminar, we will refund the full seminar price. There are no further demands on 

us. 
 

Since this is a translation of our terms, we want to point out to you, that the original 

text in German is relevant for legal purposes. 
 


